Sermon Discussion Questions
Resolution: Power of 1%

Luke 16:10

Jan 11, 2020

Getting Started:
Doing big things for God begins with the willingness to do the small things that only God
will see.
Look back over your life and share with us about something small you did in your earlier
years that led to something bigger as you matured.

Going Deeper:
Change of Mindset: “One”
One Person: Be the one
One Prayer: Become the one
One Path: Believe the One
Because Jesus was the ‘One’ who died to set you free, how will you now become the
‘one’ He can use to help set others free?

Clarify the Mark: “who is faithful”
Define Faithfulness: “true, loyal, dependable”
Describe Faithfulness: “Putting loyalty into consistent practice”
Display Faithfulness: “Grit. Grind. Glory”
Who has been faithful to you in your life? What has that looked like? Who have you
been faithful to?

Call to be Mindful: “in a very little”
Power of Perspective: Nothing beneath you
Priority of Patience: Nothing beyond you
Process has Purpose: Nothing bribes you
Track your Trajectory
Tests make a Testimony
Quote: “If you want to change the world you have to learn to carry the cheese” Eric
Hankins (1 Samuel 17:17-20)
This quote about ‘carrying the cheese’ is based on the story of young David bringing
cheese to his brothers as they are in the Israelite army facing the giant Goliath. If David
had not been faithful to carry the cheese and bread to his brothers, he would never
have been present to hear Goliath’s challenge and to defeat Goliath in battle. Where
have you been faithful in a small, unseen thing?

Cut the Mustard: “faithful in much”
Integrity in the Inconsequential
Notices the Necessary
Courageous to Change
Hopes become Habits
How have your decisions to be faithful in little grown into the place where you are now
faithful in much?

Take Away:
God wants you to be faithful in the small things, the secret things, & the sacred things


Prayer:

